[Analysis of the structure of Bacillus brevis neutral proteinase and its biosynthesis in Bacillus subtilis cells].
Amino acid sequence of neutral metalloprotease from Bac. brevis has been compared with that of Bac. amyloloquefaciens, Bac. cereus, Bac. subtilis, Bac. stearothermophilis, Bac. thermoproteolyticus (thermolysine). A sequence region from N-40 to N-1 with a significant degree of homology allowed to predict the processing site of the propart of Bac. brevis enzyme. The sequence comparison allows to put Bac. brevis enzyme within the evolutionary branch of enzymes, which includes thermolysin and proteases of Bac. cereus and Bac. stearothermophilus. Using automated Edman degradation the N-terminal sequence of Bac. brevis protease has been determined. It does not differ from the sequence predicted from the nucleotide sequence of the gene. It was shown that, when Bac. brevis gene coding for thermostable protease is expressed on a plasmid vector in Bac. subtilis cells at 37 degrees C, enzyme forms possessing low activity are secreted. The enzyme may be significantly activated without an additional cleavage or processing and the activation includes numerous conformation transition states of the protein molecule.